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Course Information Aims and learning outcomes 

 The main goal of this course is introduction of the main principles of

artificial neural networks and investigate the applications of neural

network models.

 This course will cover

 Biological Inspiration (simple artificial neural network models)

 Explain the most common architectures and learning algorithms

for Multi Layer Perceptrons, Radial-Basis Function Networks, Kohonen

Self-Organizing Maps.

 Discuss the main factors involved in achieving good learning

 A MATLAB primer and neural network toolbox

 Application in real world problems



Course Information Recommended Books

Neural Networks and Machine Learning
Simon Haykin

Artificial Neural Networks, A Practical
Course
Ivan Nunes da Silva et. al.



Course Information Recommended Books

 Elements of Artificial Neural Networks
K. Mehrotra, Ch. Mohan

 Essential MATLAB for Engineers
and Scientists
B. Hahn, D. Valentine



Course Information Assessment

 30% Mid-semester exam

 50% Final exam

 20% projects

 Small projects as homework

 Final project

 Lectures

 a topic (paper) related to the course syllabus



What are Neural Networks?

Neural Networks (NNs) are networks of neurons, for example, as
found in real brains.

Artificial Neurons are crude approximations of the neurons found in
brains. They may be physical devices, or purely mathematical constructs.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are networks of Artificial
Neurons, and hence constitute crude approximations to parts of real
brains. They may be physical devices, or simulated on conventional
computers.

 From a practical point of view, an ANN is just a parallel
computational system consisting of many simple
processing elements connected together in a specific way
in order to perform a particular task.



Why ANNs are important?

 They are extremely powerful computational
devices

 Massive parallelism makes them very efficient.

 They can learn and generalize from training data.

 They are particularly fault tolerant.

 They are noise tolerant.



Where can ANNs help?

 where we can't formulate an algorithmic solution.

 where we can get lots of examples of the behavior
we require.

 where we need to pick out the structure from
existing data.



What are ANNs used for?

 Brain Modelling
 Artificial System Building:

building efficient systems for real world applications.
• make machines more powerful,
• relieve humans of tedious tasks
• may even improve human performance.

Pattern recognition – speech recognition, hand-writing recognition, 

Data analysis – data compression, data mining

Noise reduction – function approximation

Bioinformatics – protein secondary structure, gene expression analysis

Time series prediction –Financial modelling climate, weather

Computer games – intelligent agents, first person shooters



Problem domain Application Input Pattern Pattern Classes

Document image 
analysis 

Optical character 
recognition

Document image Characters,
words

Document 
classification 

Junk mail filtering Email Junk/non-junk

Speech recognition Smart phones Speech waveform Spoken words

Biometric recognition Personal identification Face, fingerprint Authorized users for 
access control

Medical Computer aided 
diagnosis 

Microscopic image Cancerous/healthy 
cell

Military Automatic target 
recognition 

Optical or infrared image Target type

Industrial automation Fruit sorting Images taken on a conveyor 
belt

Grade of quality

Bioinformatics Microarray Technology Gene expression profile Sample class

What are ANNs used for?



Learning in Neural Networks

There are many different types of neural networks. Most
operate by passing neural “activations” through a network
of connected neurons.
One of the most powerful features of neural networks is
their ability to learn and generalize from a set of training
data.

There are two broad types of learning:

1. Supervised Learning (i.e. learning with a teacher)

2. Unsupervised learning (i.e. learning with no help)



1943 McCulloch and Pitts proposed the McCulloch-Pitts neuron model
1958 Rosenblatt introduced the simple single layer networks now called
Perceptrons.
1969 Minsky and Papert’s book Perceptrons demonstrated the limitation of
single layer perceptrons, and almost the whole field went into hibernation.
1982 Hopfield published a series of papers on Hopfield networks.
1982 Kohonen developed the Self-Organizing Maps that now bear his name.
1986 The Back-Propagation learning algorithm for Multi-Layer Perceptrons
was rediscovered and the whole field took off again.
1990s The sub-field of Radial Basis Function Networks was developed.
2000s The power of Ensembles of Neural Networks and Support Vector
Machines becomes apparent.

A Brief History of the Field



Biological Inspiration

 The human nervous system can be broken down into three stages that
may be represented in block diagram form as:.

 The receptors collect information from the environment – e.g. photons on the
retina.
 The effectors generate interactions with the environment – e.g. activate
muscles.

Naturally, in this module we will be primarily concerned with the neural network in
the middle.



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

 A typical brain contains between 1010 and 1012 neurons.
 Neurons are connected to each other in a complex spatial arrangement.

 Dendrites receive incoming signals.
 The axon is the neuron output and is 1mm to 1m in length which
prolongs from the cell body at the point called axon hillock



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

Diffusion

The concentration of an ion is 100% on one side of the membrane
(blue line) and 0% on the other. This imbalance is maintained
because the membrane is impermeable to that ion.

Here the ions have diffused across the membrane because it has
become permeable to that ion (dotted black line) and the
concentration on either side is 50/50. Equilibrium has been
reached.

Ions want to move from a high concentration to a low concentration in order
to create equilibrium.

The membrane is selectively permeable to one kind of ion. Here the
selectivity is based on size, however, other facts may influence
permeability.



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

 The membrane of an
unstimulated neuron is polarized.

 The inside is negative with
respect to the outside.

 difference in permeability of
the resting membrane to
potassium ions (K+) versus
sodium ions (Na+).

 The transmission of a nerve
impulse along a neuron from one
end to the other occurs as a
result of electrical changes
across the membrane of the
neuron

 The resting potential describes the
unstimulated, polarized state of a
neuron (at about –70 millivolts).

 The term "resting neuron" refers
only to its electrical state.

http://bio1152.nicerweb.com/Locked/media/ch48/resting_potential.html



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron



http://bio1152.nicerweb.com/Locked/media/ch48/

Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

 Action potential:
When chemicals contact the surface
of a neuron, they change the
balance of ions between the inside
and outside of the cell membrane.
When this change reaches a
threshold level, this effect runs
across the cell's membrane to the
axon. When it reaches the axon, it
initiates the action potential, which
is a rapidly moving exchange of
ions.

 The surface of the axon contains
hundreds of thousands of miniscule
mechanisms called ion channels
which have a primary role in signal
transmission

http://webspace.ship.edu/cgboer/theneuron.html



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

Signal Transmission
 The synapse: When the
action potential reaches the axon
ending, it causes tiny bubbles of
chemicals called vesicles to
release their contents into the
synaptic gap. These chemicals
are called neurotransmitters.
These sail across the gap to the
next neuron, where they find
special places on the cell
membrane of the next neuron
called receptor sites.



The key components of neural signal processing are:

1. Signals from connected neurons are collected by the dendrites.
2. The cells body (soma) sums the incoming signals
3. When sufficient input is received (i.e. a threshold is exceeded),
the neuron generates an action potential or ‘spike’ (i.e. it ‘fires’).
4. That action potential is transmitted along the axon to other
neurons, or to structures outside the nervous systems (e.g.,
muscles).
5. If sufficient input is not received (i.e. the threshold is not
exceeded), the inputs quickly decay and no action potential is
generated.
6. Timing is clearly important – input signals must arrive together,
strong inputs will generate more action potentials per unit time.

Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

 Storage of information: In neural networks information is stored at the
synapses. A synapse’s efficiency in eliciting the depolarization of the
contacted cell can be increased if more ionic channels are opened.

From what we know of neuronal structures, one way brains learn is by
altering the strengths of connections between neurons, and by adding or
deleting connections between neurons.
This kind of information storage is also used in artificial neural networks.



Biological Inspiration Biological Neuron

https://www.boundless.com/biology/textbooks/boundless-biology-textbook/the-nervous-system-35/how-
neurons-communicate-200/synaptic-plasticity-765-11998/



Introduction Artificial Neuron Model 

Following simplified model of real neurons is also known as a Threshold
Logic Unit

Biological  Terminology Artificial  Neural Network  Terminology

Neuron Node / Unit / Cell / Neurode

Synapse Connection / Edge / Link

Synaptic Efficiency Connection Strength / Weight

Firing Frequency Node Output
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McCullouch-Pitts neuron
(1943)
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